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Abstract 

We are all saints and sinners: Some of our actions benefit others, while other actions lead to harm. 

How do people balance moral rights against moral wrongs when evaluating others’ actions? Across 9 

studies, we contrast the predictions of three conceptions of intuitive morality—outcome-based 

(utilitarian), act-based (deontologist), and person-based (virtue ethics) approaches. Although good acts 

can partly offset bad acts—consistent with utilitarianism—they do so incompletely and in a manner 

relatively insensitive to magnitude, but sensitive to temporal order and the match between who is 

helped and harmed. Inferences about personal moral character best predicted blame judgments, 

explaining variance across items and across participants. However, there was modest evidence for 

both deontological and utilitarian processes too. These findings contribute to conversations about 

moral psychology and person perception, and may have policy and marketing implications. 

 

Keywords: Moral judgment, reputation, intuitive ethics, social cognition, person perception 
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Introduction 

If you were to fly round-trip from NYC to LA, you would be responsible for emitting 1.3 tons 

of CO2 into the atmosphere. Thus, this action poses a cost on the environment and on society. But 

there is an easy way to neutralize these social costs—buying carbon offsets. In their most common 

form, the consumer contracts with a third-party to plant trees, which absorb CO2 from the atmosphere 

and can thus neutralize any given amount of carbon. It turns out that planting 7 trees neutralizes 

approximately 1.3 tons of CO2, and at current market prices this costs about $13. Many social and 

environmental scientists consider this a win–win, since this allows you to achieve whatever personal 

or economic benefits that motivated you to fly, while imposing zero net-cost on society and the planet. 

It is less clear, however, how ordinary people as opposed to policy wonks think about carbon 

offsets. Anecdotally, many commentators seem to believe that they are ethically problematic. An op-

ed in The Guardian characterized offsets as a way to “buy yourself a clean conscience by paying 

someone else to undo the harm you are causing” (Monbiot, 2006). Building on this argument, a parody 

website called cheatneutral.com even promised to offer “cheating offsets” to neutralize marital 

infidelity, boasting that their service “offsets your cheating by funding someone else to be faithful and 

NOT cheat. This neutralises the pain and unhappy emotion and leaves you with a clear conscience” 

(quoted in May, 2007). Even though carbon offsets appear to be a good bargain for society from the 

utilitarian perspective of minimizing net harm, they may run up against deep psychological resistance. 

The debate about carbon offsets is one example of moral accounting—how our intuitive morality 

balances harmful acts against beneficial acts. We are all saints as well as sinners; therefore, moral 

accounting is relevant to much human behavior. For example, a person might shirk off from work 

and make up for the shirking by working harder later on, might litter and then volunteer to pick up 

trash, or might discriminate against a black loan applicant and then make up for the discrimination by 
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helping another applicant. This paper aims to map the principles governing moral accounting and test 

the psychological mechanisms underlying these principles. 

Many studies have looked at the behavioral effects of gaining moral credits or moral credentials 

on subsequent behavior. People often morally self-license, becoming likelier to perform an immoral act 

after they or an in-group member perform an earlier positive act (e.g., Kouchaki, 2011; Merritt, Effron, 

& Monin, 2010; Sachdeva et al., 2009). For example, after choosing a qualified female job candidate, 

people feel licensed to endorse gender stereotypes (Monin & Miller, 2001). Analogously, “virtuous” 

consumer behaviors (e.g., volunteering for community service) motivate “vice” behaviors (e.g., 

consuming luxury products) (Khan & Dhar, 2006). Although more research has looked at licensing 

phenomena (performing good acts then bad acts), people are also known to engage in cleansing or 

redemption behavior (performing bad acts then good acts) (Tangney, Stuewig, & Mashek, 2007; 

Tetlock, 2003). For example, participants who were asked to rely on a “forbidden” (in this case, 

racially-tainted) base rate in setting insurance premiums later expressed greater interest in volunteering 

for race-related causes (Tetlock, Kristel, Elson, Green, & Lerner, 2000). Intriguingly, people 

sometimes act as though gaining moral credit and debits can have causal effects on future random 

outcomes (Callan, Sutton, Harvey, & Dawtry, 2014), particularly when uncertainty is high and control 

is low (Converse, Risen, & Carter, 2012). 

But it is also critical to understand how others judge combinations of morally right and wrong 

actions. The study of praiseworthy and blameworthy acts have proceeded largely independently. Some 

research has compared moral judgments about blameworthy versus praiseworthy acts, documenting 

both symmetries (e.g., De Freitas & Johnson, 2018; Gray & Wegner, 2009; Siegel, Crockett, & Dolan, 

2017; Wiltermuth, Monin, & Chow, 2010) and asymmetries (e.g., Bostyn & Roets, 2016; Guglielmo & 

Malle, 2019; Klein & Epley, 2014; Knobe, 2003; Pizarro, Uhlmann, & Salovey, 2003), and other work 

has studied the ethicality of morally ambiguous acts that are not clearly blameworthy or praiseworthy 
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(e.g., Everett, Faber, Savulescu, & Crockett, 2018; Levine et al., 2018; Levine & Schweitzer, 2014; 

Rottman, Kelemen, & Young, 2014). But the majority of this literature has theorized (separately) about 

the mechanisms underlying judgments about morally negative acts (e.g., Alicke, 1992; Baez et al., 2017; 

Cushman, 2008; Cushman, Young, & Hauser, 2006; Graham, Haidt, & Nosek, 2009; Guglielmo & 

Malle, 2017; Haidt, Koller, & Dias, 1993; Inbar, Pizarro, & Cushman, 2012; Niemi & Young, 2016; 

Paxton, Ungar, & Greene, 2012; Schnall, Haidt, Clore, & Jordan, 2008; Tannenbaum, Uhlmann, & 

Diermeier, 2011; Tetlock et al., 2000; Young & Saxe, 2011) or positive acts (e.g., Critcher & Dunning, 

2011; Johnson, 2018; Johnson & Park, 2019; Line-Healy & Small, 2013; Monin, Sawyer, & Marquez, 

2008; Newman & Cain, 2014). Many of these articles propose detailed theories of how people assign 

praise or blame. But existing theory does not supply a ready account of how people evaluate 

combinations of praise and blame—a critical question if we are to understand how moral judgments of 

acts and persons unfold over time. We aim to fill this theoretical vacuum. 

In addition to its theoretical value, it is practically useful to understand moral accounting. This 

is because moral decision-making often depends on how we expect others to perceive our actions—

that is, people are aware that their (im)moral actions send signals to third-parties and therefore attend 

to those third parties’ perceptions. For example, people conspicuously conserve resources: They are 

likelier to purchase “green” products when shopping in public rather than in private (Griskevicius, 

Tybur, & van den Bergh, 2010). Moreover, moral signaling can sometimes lead to socially suboptimal 

behaviors: Since donations of time signal emotional investment more than donations of money, 

people with an affiliation goal express greater intention to donate time rather than money, even though 

people believe that such donations help fewer people (Johnson & Park, 2019). Since third-party moral 

judgments inform our predictions about how our actions will be perceived and therefore what actions 

we take, understanding these third-party judgments and their moderators can help to promote socially 

beneficial behaviors.  
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Moral Accounting and Theories of Morality  

In psychology and philosophy, the two dominant approaches are variants on utilitarianism (e.g., 

Bentham, 1907/1789; Mill, 1998/1861; Singer, 2011) and deontology (e.g., Aquinas, 2000/1274; Kant, 

2002/1796; Nagel, 1986). Utilitarianism is outcome-centered, holding that our chief moral duty is to 

maximize positive consequences and minimize negative consequences. Thus, one would be morally 

blameworthy to the extent that one has caused more harm than good on balance and praiseworthy to 

the extent that one has caused more good than harm. Deontology, in contrast, holds that acts violating 

moral rules are blameworthy even if they contribute to the greater good. Although these approaches 

often agree, they sometimes diverge, as in moral dilemmas that involve instrumental harm—harming 

someone as a means to achieve some greater end (Foot, 1967). Much of the theoretical and empirical 

discussion in moral psychology has concerned when, why, and how much these two factors—the 

outcome of an act versus the nature of the act itself—influence our moral judgments and decisions 

(e.g., Baron & Spranca, 1997; Bartels & Medin, 2007; Bartels & Pizarro, 2011; Conway & Gawronski, 

2013; Côté, Piff, & Willer, 2013; Greene, Morelli, Lowenberg, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008; Kahane et 

al., 2018; Kahane, Everett, Earp, Farias, & Savulescu, 2015; Paxton et al., 2012; Shenhav & Greene, 

2010; Tetlock et al., 2000). At the risk of oversimplifying a complicated debate, it seems reasonably 

clear that both factors matter to most people, that their relative importance shifts across contexts, and 

that people do not adopt either a consistently utilitarian or deontological moral theory. 

These approaches make quite different predictions about how moral accounting might work. 

According to utilitarianism, the net benefit should drive judgments of blameworthiness. This view is 

quite friendly to offsetting: Other things being equal, actions causing equal harm and benefit have zero 

net-harm and are equivalent to doing nothing at all. Different philosophical refinements of 

utilitarianism may very well give different verdicts. Whereas direct (or act) utilitarianism focuses on 
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the immediate costs and benefits of actions, indirect utilitarianism allows agents to consider more far-

flung consequences of their actions. For example, motive utilitarianism and rule utilitarianism account 

for the broader consequences of acting for particular reasons or in accordance with particular rules, 

respectively (Adams, 1976; Rawls, 1955; Singer, 1977). Since utilitarianism as understood in moral 

psychology is typically operationalized as direct or act utilitarianism, we stick with that 

operationalization here, while acknowledging that gerrymandered versions of utilitarianism may be 

flexible enough to accommodate many possible patterns of judgments. 

According to deontology, some acts are wrong regardless of their consequences. Thus, it is 

wrong to perform forbidden actions as a means to some other end, even if that end itself is good. This 

view is much less friendly toward offsetting, which allows morally negative actions as long as they are 

balanced out by contravening positive outcomes. For acts that are viewed as forbidden, blame should 

differ little based on whether those acts are offset. As with utilitarianism, there are many philosophical 

refinements to deontology, with versions differing in where moral rules come from, the role of 

intention versus causation, whether actions are distinguished from omissions, the scope of actions 

that are supererogatory (permissible but not obligatory), and their relative emphasis on rights (Nozick, 

1974; Quinn, 1989; Scheffler, 1982). Also as with utilitarianism, we operationalize deontology in a 

simple manner consistent with prior studies: That acts are blameworthy when they violate a moral 

norm and such acts are wrong regardless of their consequences (Baron & Spranca, 1997). 

Both of these approaches, however, have been challenged by character-based approaches to 

moral psychology, which have a very old pedigree in philosophy (e.g., the virtue ethics of Aristotle, 

1999/350 BCE and Hursthouse, 1999) but have only recently received attention in moral psychology 

(e.g., Goodwin, Piazza, & Rozin, 2014; Uhlmann, Pizarro, & Diermeier, 2015). On this view, morality 

is person-centered in the sense that it serves mainly to identify others who are likely to behave in 

cooperative and trustworthy ways in the future. Although utilitarianism and deontology benefit from 
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their elegance and impressive philosophical pedigree, person-centered approaches benefit from their 

theoretical links with evolutionary biology, particularly the ideas of reciprocity, signaling, and 

reputation as key to the evolution of morality (e.g., Miller, 2007; Nowak & Sigmund, 2005; Silver & 

Shaw, 2018; Sperber & Baumard, 2012; Trivers, 1971). The core idea is that moral judgments such as 

blame serve to adaptively identify who one should interact with in the future (reputation-tracking), 

which in turn motivates others to avoid blameworthy acts (reputation-management). Thus, when acts 

signal that a person has poor moral character, this triggers assignment of blame. 

A number of empirical findings support character-based approaches, including the assignment 

of blame for harmless acts that seem to imply “wicked” desires (Inbar et al., 2012), people’s 

computational facility at moral character evaluations relative to other equivalent information 

integration tasks (Johnson, Murphy, Rodrigues, & Keil, 2019), outrage over inconsequential acts that 

are nonetheless diagnostic of character (Tannenbaum et al., 2011), and the outsized impact in praise 

judgments of the costs (Johnson, 2018) and emotional investment (Johnson & Park, 2019) signaled 

by charitable contributions rather than their effectiveness. Indeed, character inferences may be a key 

controlling factor that guides moral attention to both outcomes and actions; for example, character 

inferences moderate the relationship between consequences and blame (Siegel et al., 2017). 

What would character-based approaches predict? Simply, combinations of positive and 

negative acts should be blameworthy to the extent that they provide negative evidence about a person’s 

moral character or reputation. This provides a link between moral judgment and diagnostic or 

explanatory reasoning—acts are blameworthy when their best explanation implies negative underlying 

propensities that best explain those acts (see Johnson, Bilovich, & Tuckett, 2020 and Lombrozo, 2016 

for reviews of explanatory reasoning; see Gerstenberg et al., 2018 and Johnson, Kim, & Keil, 2016 on 

the link between explanation and social cognition). Unlike utilitarianism and deontology, which 

provide some notion of how moral accounting would work based on first principles, it is not obvious 
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what predictions a character-based account would make. Fortunately, the study of person perception 

has examined how people infer personality and character traits based on observed actions, with several 

studies examining how positive and negative information is integrated into summary judgments such 

as liking (Anderson, 1965; Asch, 1946; Jones, 1990; Reeder & Brewer, 1979). In the next section we 

use this research to derive predictions of a character-based account of moral accounting. 

 

Principles of Moral Accounting 

In this article, we test four potential principles of moral accounting that might underlie how we 

judge combinations of rights and wrongs. These principles are motivated from person perception 

research, but in some cases, this past research does not uniquely determine the direction of the 

prediction. For this reason, our studies test both person perception and moral judgments to verify 

that our auxiliary hypotheses about character judgment hold for our stimulus set. 

Principle 1. Partial offsetting: Bad acts can be offset by comparable good acts, but only 

partially. For example, consider Betty, who litters, versus Anna, who litters and then volunteers to 

pick up an equivalent amount of trash. On balance, Anna has done no harm, since the world has the 

same amount of litter before and after this combination of actions. The partial offsetting principle 

makes two predictions. First, Anna should be blamed less than Betty, since Anna (but not Betty) offset 

the amount of harm by doing an equivalent amount of good. But second, Anna should not be 

perceived neutrally, but instead seen as somewhat blameworthy. 

Although this principle has not been tested directly, a negativity bias has long been 

documented in impression formation, such that negative traits weigh more heavily on liking than do 

positive traits (Skowronski & Carlston, 1989), and people are more sensitive to situational factors 

when evaluating people who did positive rather than negative actions (Reeder & Spores, 1983). This 

makes good sense: Norm-violating actions are by their nature rarer and likelier to be diagnostic of 
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underlying character. Of course, this negativity bias is also consistent with many related findings 

(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), including some 

recent evidence that blame judgments, taken in isolation, tend to be more extreme than praise 

(Guglielmo & Malle, 2019). If character judgments are tightly linked with blame, as we propose, then 

the negativity bias implies that blame offsetting, if it occurs at all, should be partial, as negative actions 

receive greater weight in character evaluations than equivalently positive actions. 

Principle 2. Magnitude insensitivity: Moral judgments about offsetting are insensitive 

to the magnitude of the good act. Let’s now compare Anna (remember, she littered and then picked 

up a similar amount of trash) versus Christine, who litters but then picks up twice as much trash as she 

littered. On balance, Christine has now done more good than bad and the world is a better place 

overall for her actions. The magnitude insensitivity principle says that Christine’s greater benefit 

should not make her much less blameworthy than Anna; specifically, the difference in moral 

judgments for Anna versus Christine (offsetting the harm versus twice the harm) should be much 

smaller than between Anna and Betty (offsetting the harm versus not offsetting at all). 

Character-based theories would predict this effect if magnitude insensitivity is also found in 

person perception. Indeed, such effects have been documented. For example, a single untrustworthy 

action requires a consistent series of many trustworthy actions before trust is restored because each 

successive good deed bears diminishing returns; indeed, in some situations trust may never be restored, 

such as if the initial untrustworthy action is accompanied by deception (Schweitzer, Hershey, & 

Bradlow, 2006). More broadly, negative impressions formed by a target person’s extreme bad deeds 

require many good deeds before that person’s reputation is restored, if ever (Birnbaum, 1973; Riskey 

& Birnbaum, 1974). Thus, while diminishing sensitivity has not been established for blame ascriptions 

for acts, it is known to occur in impression formation. 
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Although magnitude insensitivity has been found in other domains, it is not obvious based on 

first principles whether it would apply to blame judgments. On the one hand, magnitude insensitivity 

is seen in many domains, such as valuation of public goods (Frederick & Fischhoff, 1998), risky choice 

(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), and charitable giving (Slovic, 2007), and we also know that people are 

more sensitive to magnitudes for selfish rather than prosocial actions (Klein & Epley, 2014). But there 

is also reason to think we may not see it in the case described above. This is because people’s sensitivity 

to magnitude along a dimension is tied to how evaluable that dimension is (Hsee, 1996). For example, 

when evaluating dictionaries one at a time, people pay little attention to the number of words (10,000 

vs. 20,000) since this attribute is hard to understand out of context, but when evaluating these 

dictionaries side-by-side, people rely heavily on this attribute. In some cases, the amount of benefit 

may not be particularly evaluable (e.g., Johnson, 2018), but in this case it clearly is: Whether the actor 

offsets precisely the amount of harm is a natural reference-point, and the actor who offset twice their 

harm would be plainly producing twice as much benefit as an actor who offset their harm precisely. 

Thus, it is plausible we would only see diminishing sensitivity to benefits after the agent’s net harm is 

neutral and might even see increasing sensitivity up to the neutral point. Given these contrasting 

predictions, it is important to measure character and blame judgments in the same study. 

Principle 3. Temporal asymmetry: Offsetting (a bad act followed by a good act) is more 

permissible than licensing (a good act followed by a bad act). Now compare Anna (again, she 

littered and then picked up trash) versus Diane (who picked up trash and then littered). That is, Anna’s 

actions look like moral cleansing, redemption, or offsetting (Tangney et al., 2007; Tetlock, 2003) 

whereas Diane’s actions look more like moral self-licensing (Merritt et al., 2010). The temporal 

asymmetry principle says that Diane’s licensing will be judged more harshly than Anna’s offsetting, 

even though Anna and Diane did precisely the same set of things in different orders. 
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Person perception research here can motivate either prediction, which is one reason we test 

both person perception and moral judgments in our studies. On the one hand, classic literature points 

to the power of first impressions, often finding primacy effects in social judgment tasks (e.g., Anderson 

& Hubert, 1963). On the other hand, more recent work on hypocrisy points in the opposite direction 

(see Effron et al., 2018 for a review). People who act in opposition to their stated moral views tend to 

be judged more harshly when their avowal of a norm (a positive action) precedes its violation (a 

negative action) rather than the converse order (Barden, Rucker, & Petty, 2005). This is thought to 

occur because people are likelier to believe that a person’s character has changed for the better when 

the norm avowal occurs after the violation, which explains why this asymmetry is larger for in-group 

rather than out-group members (Barden et al., 2014). Thus, this latter research suggests a recency 

rather than primacy effect. We test both character and blame judgments to resolve this ambiguity. 

Principle 4. Act congruency: Moral judgments about offsetting depend on the match 

between the good and bad acts. Finally, consider again Anna (she littered and then picked up trash 

in the same area where she littered) versus Emma (who littered and picked up trash in a different area) 

versus Francine (who littered and mowed her neighbor’s lawn). Even if these three offsetting acts are 

seen, in isolation, as equally beneficial, the act congruency principle says that people would nonetheless 

think that Anna is less blameworthy than Emma, who in turn is less blameworthy than Francine. 

This principle is perhaps the most unique to the moral accounting framework, since it 

concerns the qualitative relationship between the harm and benefit: To what extent does “like offset 

like,” or do our minds track a universal system of moral credits and debits? The person perception 

literature is less helpful here, but the moral self-licensing literature contains relevant findings. First, 

there is evidence of licensing both within-domain (e.g., hiring a minority applicant licenses expression 

of prejudiced attitudes; Monin & Miller, 2001) and cross-domain (e.g., eco-friendly behaviors license 

cheating in an unrelated task; Mazar & Zhong, 2010). Second, the mechanisms underlying these effects 
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seem to differ (Effron & Monin, 2010). Within-domain licensing seems to occur because people 

accrue “moral credits” that they then feel licensed to “spend” on subsequent transgressions 

(Hollander, 1958; Nisan, 1991). In contrast, cross-domain licensing seems to occur mainly because 

people acquire “moral credentials” that they can integrate into their self-concept and which shapes 

the interpretation of, and can justify, subsequent behaviors (Monin & Miller, 2001). Third, when 

transgressions are blatant rather than ambiguous, within-domain is weaker than cross-domain 

licensing, and indeed may not occur at all, because within-domain transgressions trigger the perception 

of hypocrisy (Effron & Monin, 2010). All this suggests that less congruent acts would be more 

powerful offsets than more congruent acts—the opposite of the proposed principle. 

Why might we nonetheless expect positive acts to better offset more congruent negative acts? 

One reason is that self-licensing and moral accounting take place at different time points. Whereas 

moral credentials and credits in self-licensing are evaluated after an initial positive act but before the 

negative act, moral accounts take account of both actions simultaneously. Thus, whereas highly 

congruent negative actions can feel hypocritical to an actor after having done a positive action, 

observers who get a broader sense of the overall picture may not interpret the sequence of actions in 

the same way, and indeed may view more similar acts as more redemptive as they can be more readily 

construed as expressions of remorse. This prediction has not been tested in person perception, so it 

is necessary to validate this assumption empirically in the current studies.  

Another reason that the act congruency principle may be plausible is by analogy to mental 

accounting phenomena in consumer behavior (Thaler, 1985). The essence of mental accounting is that 

income, expenses, assets, and debts are segregated into different mental accounts, for instance based 

on income source, rather than mentally consolidating income streams as economists would 

recommend. By analogy, one might theorize that moral credits belong to different “moral accounts,” 

such that a credit for a beneficial act can only be applied against a debit for a harmful act from the 
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same category. This would predict the act congruency principle. Even though Francine might be 

thought praiseworthy for mowing her lawn in isolation, this does not help to clear the negative moral 

account for her littering. Since by the partial offsetting principle, harms loom larger than benefits, the 

negative moral account for littering would outweigh the positive moral account for the lawn-mowing, 

and thus Betty (with one account somewhat in the red) would be deemed less blameworthy than 

Francine (with one account largely in the red and a different account in the black). 

Predictions. Table 1 sets out the predictions made by utilitarian, deontological, and character-

based approaches to moral judgment. On the most basic operationalization of utilitarianism, none of 

the four effects should occur, since moral credits and debits should be fully fungible. That is, positive 

and negative acts of equivalent harm and benefit should offset one another and be sensitive to the 

relative magnitudes. The temporal order and congruency of the actions do not influence overall utility 

and thus should not be incorporated into the moral calculus. As noted above, more sophisticated 

versions of utilitarianism might be devised to accommodate some of these effects, but on the most 

common operationalization used in psychology research utilitarianism has difficulty doing so. 

On a basic operationalization of deontology, we would expect no offsetting at all, and 

therefore extreme magnitude insensitivity. Indeed, these predictions are core to how deontology and 

utilitarianism differ, since the very intuition deontology is trying to capture is that some actions cannot 

be permitted even for the greater good. Since deontology is act-based, it does not seem to predict 

effects of temporal order or the congruency between the harm and offset, since the act itself is held 

constant in all of these cases. 

Finally, character-based approaches make conditional predictions. We assume, based on prior 

research in person perception, that effects of actions on character perception allow partial but not full 

offsetting and are insensitive to magnitude. We attempt to replicate these prior findings, and if we do, 

we would expect to find downstream effects on blame. As explained above, predictions about 
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character perception for temporal order and act congruency are unclear based on prior evidence, so 

we test the directions of these effects. If, as we intuited, we see recency effects and positive effects of 

congruency in character judgments, then we would also expect such effects for blame judgments. 

Principle Utilitarianism Deontology Character-Based 

1. Partial offsetting: Bad acts can be 
offset by comparable good acts, but 
only partially. 

No – zero net harm, so 
offset acts should not be 
blameworthy. 

No – if the harm violated a 
moral rule, offsetting should 
not reduce blame. 

Possibly – if beneficial act 
provides some character 
information, but not enough 
to override the initial harm. 

2. Magnitude insensitivity: Moral 
judgments about offsetting are 
insensitive to the magnitude of the 
good act. 

No – net harm scales 
linearly with the amount 
of benefit. 

Yes – increasing benefits do 
not override a rule violation.  

Possibly – if increasingly 
beneficial acts reveal little 
about character. 

3. Temporal asymmetry: Offsetting 
(a bad act followed by a good act) is 
less blameworthy than licensing (a 
good act followed by a bad act). 

No – net harm does not 
depend on temporal 
order.  

No – temporal order does 
not affect rule violation. 

Possibly – if offsetting implies 
remorse while licensing 
implies moral entitlement. 

4. Act congruency: Moral judgments 
about offsetting depend on the match 
between the good and bad acts. 

No – net harm does not 
depend on match between 
harm and benefit. 

No – rule was violated 
regardless of the kind of 
benefit.  

Possibly – if higher 
congruency better keeps 
moral accounts balanced, 
reflecting better character. 

 
Table 1. Predictions of different theoretical approaches for the four proposed principles of moral accounting. 

 

The Current Studies 

Studies 1–4, respectively, test Principles 1–4, seeking to document the key phenomena and 

anomalies underlying our propensity to mentally combine moral harms and benefits into overall 

judgments of blame or praise. At the same time, to establish the compatibility (or lack thereof) of 

these principles with character-based approaches to morality, Studies 2–4 measure character 

inferences as well as moral judgments. 

Beyond compatibility between these theories and the proposed principles of moral accounting, 

Studies 5–9 test these theories directly. Studies 5 and 6 test the ability of utilitarian, deontological, and 

character-based approaches to explain, respectively, differences across the items used in Studies 1–4 
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and across individuals. Finally, Studies 7–9 test character-based approaches experimentally, by using 

several different manipulations of moral character to test for downstream consequences on blame. 

Study 1 Offset Harm-Only 

 Last week, Riley used around five pounds of non-renewable, 
plastic products, such as straws and plastic bags. Five pounds of 
plastic waste can be cleaned up for $9. Knowing this, Riley 
donates $9 to the Ocean Cleanup project to offset the amount of 
plastic they produced. 

Last week, Riley used around five pounds of non-renewable, 
plastic products, such as straws and plastic bags. 

Study 2 Single-Offset Double-Offset 

 Last week, Riley used around five pounds of non-renewable, 
plastic products, such as straws and plastic bags. Five pounds of 
plastic waste can be cleaned up for $9. Knowing this, Riley 
donates $9 to the Ocean Cleanup project to offset the amount of 
plastic they produced – the amount needed to offset the trash 
produced. 

Last week, Riley used around five pounds of non-renewable, 
plastic products, such as straws and plastic bags. Five pounds 
of plastic waste can be cleaned up for $9. Knowing this, Riley 
donates $18 to the Ocean Cleanup project to more-than-
offset the amount of plastic they produced – twice the 
amount needed to offset the trash produced. 

Study 3 Offset Licensing 

 Last week, Riley used around five pounds of non-renewable, 
plastic products, such as straws and plastic bags. Five pounds of 
plastic waste can be cleaned up for $9. This week, Riley donates 
$9 to the Ocean Cleanup project, since this donation offsets last 
week’s plastic consumption. 

Last week, Riley donated $9 to the Ocean Cleanup project. 
Five pounds of plastic waste can be cleaned up for $9.  This 
week, Riley uses around five pounds of non-renewable, 
plastic products, such as straws and plastic bags, since this 
plastic consumption was offset by last week’s donation. 

Study 4 High Congruency Medium Congruency Low Congruency 
 Last week, Riley used around five pounds 

of non-renewable, plastic products, such 
as straws and plastic bags, which can cause 
damage to the oceans. Later, Riley donates 
$9 to the Ocean Cleanup project, which 
helps clean up plastic in the ocean. 

Last week, Riley used around five pounds 
of non-renewable, plastic products, such as 
straws and plastic bags, which can cause 
damage to the oceans. Later, Riley donates 
$9 to the Ocean Cleanup project, which 
helps clean up oil spills. 

Last week, Riley used around five 
pounds of non-renewable, plastic 
products, such as straws and plastic 
bags, which can cause damage to the 
oceans. Later, Riley participates as a 
volunteer during election day. 

 
Table 2. Sample stimuli from Studies 1–4. 

 
Studies 1–4 

 We constructed a variety of vignettes involving various kinds of moral violations in which the 

consequences of harmful acts could be offset by an equivalently beneficial act. These vignettes were 

used to test the four principles summarized in Table 1. 

 

Methods 
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Study 1. Participants each read 10 vignettes, each describing a harmful act (see Table 2 for 

examples and Table A1 in the Supplementary Materials for all items in Study 1). Half of the vignettes 

appeared in the Harm-Only condition, so that the protagonist performed only the harmful act (e.g., 

littering 2 pounds of trash). The other half of the vignettes appeared in the Offset condition, so that 

the protagonist performed the harmful act as well as an equivalent act that serves to offset the harm 

from the harmful act (e.g., volunteering to pick up trash, collecting about 2 pounds). The assignment 

of vignette to condition was counterbalanced, with vignettes assigned pseudorandomly to the two 

counterbalancing conditions, and the order of the items was random.  

The key dependent variable for each item was a blame judgment (“Overall, do you think 

[protagonist] deserves to be blamed or praised for these actions?”) made on a scale from –5 to 5. For 

half of the participants, negative numbers corresponded to blame (–5 = “Very much blamed”) and 

positive numbers to praise (5 = “Very much praised”), while the scale was reversed for the other half 

of the participants. For reporting results, scores were adjusted so that negative scores correspond to 

blame. Participants were also asked to report the overall harm of the action (“Considering the negative 

aspects (if any) of [protagonist]’s actions, how much harm do you think [protagonist] caused?”) and the 

overall benefit of the action (“Considering the positive aspects (if any) of [protagonist]’s actions, how 

much good do you think [protagonist] caused?”) on scales from 0 (“Not very much”) to 10 (“Very 

much”). The order of the benefit and harm questions were counterbalanced across participants and 

always preceded the blame question. We do not analyze the benefit and harm judgments here, but 

instead use them to test hypotheses about variability across vignettes in Study 5. 

 

Study 2. The method was based on Study 1, while measuring character and varying the 

magnitude of the offsetting benefit (see Table 2 for examples). For each item, participants were first 

told about the harmful act first (e.g., littering 2 pounds of trash) and were then asked to judge the 
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protagonist’s moral character (“Given this information, how would you judge [protagonist’s] moral 

character?”) on a –5 (“Very bad”) to 5 (“Very good”) scale. On the next screen, participants were told 

about the offsetting benefit that the protagonist performed (e.g., picking up 2 pounds of trash) and 

asked to re-judge character (“Given this new information, how would you judge Taylor’s moral 

character”) on the same scale, as well as blame (“Considering [protagonist’s] [harm] and their [benefit], do 

you think [protagonist] deserves to be blamed or praised for these actions overall?” on a scale from –5 

(“Very much blamed”) to 5 (“Very much praised”). On this screen, the harm was also re-presented 

with the new information presented in bold typeface. 

Each vignette appeared in one of two benefit quantity conditions. In the Single-Benefit 

condition, the benefit was similar in magnitude to the harm (e.g., picking up 2 pounds of trash). In the 

Double-Benefit condition, the benefit was double this magnitude (e.g., picking up 4 pounds of trash). 

The vignettes always noted explicitly that the offset was of similar magnitude to the harm (e.g., 

“around 2 pounds of trash – the amount they had littered”) or double the magnitude (“around 4 

pounds of trash – double the amount they had littered”). The procedure was otherwise the same as 

Study 1, with half of the vignettes assigned to each condition, counterbalanced across participants. 

 

Study 3. The method was identical to Study 2, except that the vignettes each appeared in one 

of two temporal order conditions rather than quantity conditions (see Table 2 for examples). In the 

Offset condition, the harmful act preceded the beneficial act, as in Study 1 (e.g., littering and then 

picking up trash). Thus, the initial character judgment was made after knowing only about the harm, 

whereas the final character and blame judgments were made in light of both the harm and the benefit 

(the new information was bolded). The Offset condition was thus similar to the Single-Benefit 

condition of Study 2. In the Licensing condition, the beneficial act preceded the harmful act (e.g., 

picking up trash and then littering), as in the behaviors documented in moral self-licensing experiments 
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(Monin & Miller, 2001). Thus, the initial character judgment was made after knowing only about the 

benefit, whereas the final judgments were made in light of both the benefit and the harm. The 

procedure was otherwise the same as Study 2, with half of the vignettes assigned to each condition, 

counterbalanced across participants. 

 

Study 4. The method was identical to Study 2, except that the vignettes each appeared in one 

of three congruency conditions rather than quantity conditions (see Table 2 for examples). In the High-

Congruency condition, the benefit directly counteracted the harm (e.g., picking up litter in the 

neighborhood where one had previously littered). In the Medium-Congruency condition, the beneficial 

act was in the same category as the High-Congruency condition, but had different beneficiaries or 

conserved a different resource (e.g., picking up litter in a different city). In the Low-Congruency 

condition, the beneficial act was completely unrelated to the harm (e.g., mowing the neighbor’s lawn). 

The procedure was otherwise the same as Studies 2 and 3, with about one-third of the vignettes 

assigned to each condition, counterbalanced across participants. 

We closely matched the stimuli between the High- and Medium-Congruency conditions so 

that the benefits are roughly equivalent (e.g., cleaning up carbon dioxide versus methane emissions). 

To ensure that the benefits in the Low-Congruency condition were perceived as equivalent to the 

High-and Medium-Congruency conditions, we conducted a pretest. We asked a separate group of 

participants (N = 50; 5 excluded) to rate each of 30 different benefits in terms of “how much good 

[protagonist] caused” on 0–10 scales. These 30 benefits included the 10 benefits from the Medium-

Congruency condition, and 20 potential benefits to be used in the Low-Congruency condition. We 

selected items based on the results of this pretest, matching a Low-Congruency benefit as closely as 

possible to each item’s Medium-Congruency condition. This resulted in very similar benefit scores 

across conditions (Ms = 5.28 vs. 5.30 for Medium- and Low-Congruency, respectively). 
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Participants. We recruited 100, 99, and 99 participants respectively for Studies 1–3 (with 2 

conditions) and 150 participants for Study 4 (with 3 conditions). Participants in all studies were 

recruited and compensated through Amazon Mechanical Turk and were prevented from participating 

in multiple studies reported in this article. 

Mechanical Turk samples are more diverse in socioeconomic status, education, and age 

compared to undergraduate samples; thus, we anticipate that the results reported in this article would 

generalize well across these variables. However, Mechanical Turk workers tend to be more politically 

liberal compared to the general American public, thus caution should be observed when generalizing 

results here that may be linked to broader political attitudes. (That said, we measure and statistically 

adjust for political orientation in Study 6 for the specific case of climate offsets.) We do not make any 

claims about the generality of these results beyond Western populations, but instead discuss broader 

cross-cultural issues in the General Discussion. 

The sample size was set a priori for all studies. Our planned sample sizes for Studies 1–3 and 

4, respectively, suffice to detect with 90% power small- to medium-sized effects (d > 0.33 and 0.27 

for N = 100 and 150, respectively) in the within-subjects designs. A larger sample size was planned 

for Study 4 because it divided items into 3 conditions rather than 2 conditions, requiring a larger 

number of participants to attain an equally precise estimate for an item analysis (Study 6). 

We sought to further maximize statistical power by including data quality checks. After the 

main task for all studies, participants completed a series of check questions (testing recognition 

memory for the items) and were excluded from analysis if they answered more than one-third 

incorrectly (for Studies 1–4, Ns = 18, 17, 12, and 13, respectively) to avoid inattentive participants. 
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Figure 1. Blame judgments across Studies 1–4. 
Scale ranges from –5 to 5. Bars represent 1 SE. 
 
 

Results  

Overall, the results support all four proposed principles of moral accounting—partial 

offsetting, magnitude insensitivity, temporal asymmetry, and act congruency. Means across all studies 

are shown in Figures 1 and 2, and are broken down across items in Table A2 in the Supplementary 

Materials. All data are available through the Open Science Framework (https://bit.ly/2m9vCYT).  

 

Study 1. Study 1 tested partial offsetting (Principle 1). This principle is composed of two 

claims—first, that an offset harm is perceived as less blameworthy than a non-offset harm, but second, 

that the offset harm is still perceived as more blameworthy rather than morally neutral. 

We tested the first claim by contrasting Study 1’s Harm-Only condition (the protagonist 

performed only a harmful act) against the Offset condition (the protagonist also performed a 

countervailing beneficial act). As shown in Figure 1, blame judgments were significantly more negative 

in the Harm-Only than in the Offset condition. This difference was statistically robust both across 

participants [t(81) = 9.72, p < .001, 95% CId[0.85,1.29]] and across items [t(9) = 5.12, p < .001, 95% 

CId[0.90,2.34]]. (We use ‘CI d’ to refer to a CI on Cohen’s d effect sizes, calculated by scaling the CI 
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on a difference score by its standard deviation.) Thus, performing beneficial acts to offset harmful 

acts does result in less extreme blame judgments. 

We tested the second claim by contrasting Study 1’s Offset condition against the blame/praise 

scale’s neutral midpoint of 0. These scores were more negative than the scale midpoint, significantly 

across participants [t(81) = 6.02, p < .001, 95% CId[0.45,0.88]] and marginally across items [t(9) = 1.96, 

p = .082, 95% CId[–0.10,1.33]]. Thus, even though protagonists are seen as less blameworthy when 

they perform beneficial acts to offset their harmful acts, such combinations are seen on balance as 

somewhat blameworthy. Overall, this supports the principle of partial offsetting. 

 

Study 2. Study 2 tested magnitude insensitivity (Principle 2), the notion that one receives 

diminishing degrees of moral credit as the amount of benefit increases. We tested this by comparing 

the Single-Benefit (the protagonist performed a benefit that exactly offset the harm) against the 

Double-Benefit condition (the protagonist performed a benefit that offset twice the harm). As shown 

in Figure 1, blame judgments differed somewhat across conditions, reaching significance by subject 

[t(81) = 2.25, p = .027, 95% CId[0.03,0.47]] but not by item [t(9) = 1.44, p = .18, 95% CId[–0.26,1.17]]. 

However, compared to Study 1, this difference was much smaller (d = 1.07 vs. 0.25 by subject; 

d = 1.62 vs. 0.46 by item). Since the amount of benefit differed in equal steps between the Harm Only, 

Single-Offset, and Double-Offset conditions, this result supports magnitude insensitivity: Increasing 

the benefit from zero to the size of the harm makes a large difference to blame, but increasing the 

benefit from the size of the harm to twice its size makes a much smaller difference. 

We also could assess whether there is significant blame overall (relative to the scale midpoint) 

separately in the Single-Offset and Double-Offset conditions. Study 2 replicated partial offsetting, in 

that the Single-Benefit condition again produced negative blame judgments, which were significantly 

different from 0 when analyzed by subject [t(81) = 3.89, p < .001, 95% CId[0.21,0.65]], though not by 
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item [t(9) = 0.73, p = .48, 95% CId[–0.48,0.95]]. Of particular interest, blame judgments were still 

negative even in the Double-Offset condition, though not significantly so [t(81) = 1.69, p = .095,  95% 

CId[–0.03,0.41] by subject; t(9) = 0.41, p = .69, 95% CId[–0.59,0.85] by item]. That is, even when the 

protagonist offset the harm by a factor of two, the act was still not seen as praiseworthy. 

Although magnitude insensitivity is clearly incompatible with utilitarianism—since twice as 

much good was accomplished in the Double-Benefit than the Single-Benefit condition, despite 

minimal differences in blame—it could be compatible with both deontological and character-based 

approaches. We test deontology in Studies 5 and 6, but in the meantime we examine the dynamics of 

character inferences to see whether the results are empirically consistent with a person-based account. 

That is, we can test the auxiliary hypotheses of character-based accounts summarized in Table 1. 

Recall that Study 2 measured character judgments twice—after the protagonist did the harmful 

action (Time-1), and after they did the beneficial action (which either offset the harm by a factor of 

one or two; Time-2). Thus, if character judgments explain magnitude insensitivity we would expect a 

large difference between the Time-1 and Time-2 judgments in the Single-Benefit condition. But we 

would expect only a modest difference between the Time-2 judgments in the Single-Benefit and 

Double-Benefit conditions, even though the difference in benefit is the same in these two contrasts. 

This is exactly what we found, as shown in Figure 2. In the Single-Benefit condition, 

participants believed the protagonist had dramatically better moral character at the Time-2 than the 

Time-1 judgment, after the protagonist had offset their harm [t(81) = 11.95, p < .001, 95% 

CId[1.10,1.54] by subject; t(9) = 5.45, p < .001, 95% CId[1.01,2.44]]. But the difference in Time-2 

character judgments between the Single- and Double-Benefits conditions was, though statistically 

significant by subject, comparatively modest in magnitude [t(81) = 2.72, p = .008, 95% CId[0.08,0.52] 

by subject; t(9) = 1.40, p = .19, 95% CId[–0.27,1.16] by item]. Thus, the pattern of blame judgments—

exhibiting highly decreasing sensitivity to increasing amounts of benefit—is mirrored in participants’ 
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character inferences. Participants did not think that a person willing to offset their harm was much 

less virtuous than a person willing to offset their harm by a factor of two. 

 

 
Figure 2. Character judgments across Studies 2–4. 
Scale ranges from –5 to 5. Bars represent 1 SE. 
 

 
Moreover, Study 2 uncovered mediation patterns consistent with a person-based account. 

Using the MEMORE package for mediation with repeated measures (Montaya & Hayes, 2017), the 

Time-2 character judgments mediate the effect of Single- vs. Double-Benefit condition on blame 

judgments [b = 0.26, SE = 0.09, 95% CI[0.07,0.43]]. 

One could read these results as supporting person-based accounts for magnitude insensitivity 

(since increasing levels of benefit result in decreasing informational returns for character) but not 

partial offsetting (since Time-2 character judgments are near the zero-point in the Single-Benefit 

condition, despite negative blame judgments). However, Study 2 did not include a Time-0 character 

judgment before the harm occurred, so we do not know whether the Time-2 judgment is indeed more 

negative than a hypothetical Time-0 judgment. Yet, we do measure Time-0 judgments in Study 7, and 
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(to preview our findings), we find there that when only neutral information about moral character is 

provided, character judgments tend to be rather positive (M = 1.60; see Figure 3). Thus, the Study 2 

results are consistent with a character-based account of partial offsetting, since the beneficial act does 

not successfully restore character back to default (pre-harm) levels. 

 

Study 3. Study 3 tested temporal asymmetry (Principle 3), the notion that pairs of harmful 

and beneficial acts are seen as less blameworthy when the harm occurs before, rather than after, the 

benefit. We tested this by comparing the Offsetting condition (the harmful act preceded the beneficial 

act) against the Licensing condition (the harmful act occurred after the beneficial act). As shown in 

Figure 1, blame judgments were more negative in the Licensing than in the Offsetting condition [t(86) 

= 5.63, p < .001, 95% CId[0.39,0.82] by subject; t(9) = 4.51, p = .001, 95% CId[0.71,2.14] by item]. 

This supports temporal asymmetry (Principle 3). Moreover, Study 3 again replicates partial offsetting 

(Principle 1), as blame judgments were negative whether offsetting or licensing. 

These results are clearly incompatible with utilitarianism, since the total harm and benefit are 

equal regardless of their temporal order. They are also hard to explain on a deontological account, 

since the same violations of moral rules occurred in either order. But they could be compatible with 

character-based moral judgment. To explain this pattern, the Time-2 character judgments would need 

to be more negative in the Licensing condition than in the Offset condition. For example, this pattern 

of character judgments would be consistent with the inference that people who offset harms with later 

beneficial acts are doing so out of guilt or shame, whereas people who use earlier beneficial acts to 

license later harms are doing so out of a sense of entitlement. 

As shown in Figure 2, Time-2 character judgments were indeed more negative in the Licensing 

than in the Offset condition [t(86) = 8.00, p < .001, 95% CId[0.64,1.07] by subject; t(9) = 5.88, p < 

.001, 95% CId[1.14,2.57]]. This occurred because the second act was perceived as much more 
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diagnostic of character when it was a harmful rather than beneficial act, as manifested in the much 

larger differences between the Time-1 and Time-2 character judgments in the Licensing versus the 

Offset condition (Figure 2). Moreover, as in Study 2, the Time-2 character judgments mediated the 

effect of condition (Offset vs. Licensing) on blame [b = 0.85, SE = 0.11, 95% CI[0.64,1.07]]. 

 

Study 4. Finally, Study 4 tested act congruency (Principle 4), the notion that pairs of harmful 

and beneficial acts are seen as less blameworthy to the extent that the beneficial act is seen as directly 

counteracting the harm. We tested this by comparing the High-Congruency condition (in which the 

benefit directly offset the harm) against the Medium-Congruency condition (in which the benefit was 

of a similar kind to the harm, but did not directly offset it) and the Low-Congruency condition (in 

which the benefit was dissimilar to the harm). 

As shown in Figure 1, blame judgments became increasingly harsh as the offset became less 

congruent with the harm: Blame was more negative in the Medium Congruency than in the High 

Congruency condition [t(136) = 2.27, p = .025, 95% CId[0.02,0.36] by subject; t(9) = 2.93, p = .017, 

95% CId[0.21,1.64] by item]. However, the trend for more negative blame judgments in the Low 

Congruency than in the Medium Congruency condition did not reach significance [t(136) = 1.28, p = 

.20, 95% CId[–0.06,0.28] by subject; t(9) = 0.37, p = .71, 95% CId[–0.60,0.83] by item]. 

These results are incompatible with utilitarianism, since we equated the total benefit across the 

three conditions, and with deontology, since the same moral rule was violated in each condition. But 

they could be consistent with character-based accounts, if people believe that people have different 

“moral accounts,” such that having moral accounts in the red signals poor moral character and more 

congruent offsets better offset an associated harm. In that case, the less congruent the offset is, the 

less the offset ameliorates perceived character, and the more blame is assigned. 
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Indeed, the Time-2 character judgments were significantly more negative for the Medium- 

than for the High-Congruency condition [t(136) = 2.74, p = .007, 95% CId[0.07,0.40] by subject, t(9) 

= 2.92, p = .017, 95% CId[0.21,1.64]], corresponding to the large increase in blame between these 

conditions. Moreover, Time-2 character judgments mediated the effect of Medium- vs. High-

Congruency on blame [b = 0.33, SE = 0.12, 95% CI[0.10,0.56]]. 

Given the smaller and less statistically robust increase in blame between the Medium and Low 

Congruency conditions, character-based accounts would predict a smaller decrement in Time-2 

character judgments across these conditions—which is exactly what was observed, with this difference 

reaching marginal significance by subject [t(136) = 1.69, p = .093, 95% CId[–0.02,0.31]] but not by 

item [t(9) = 0.74, p = .48, 95% CId[–0.48,0.95]]. 

 

Discussion 

The results support the four proposed principles of moral accounting—partial offsetting, 

magnitude insensitivity, temporal asymmetry, and act congruency. All of these principles are 

incompatible with utilitarianism, and temporal asymmetry and act congruency are also hard to explain 

on deontological accounts. However, the observed patterns of character judgments confirm the 

auxiliary hypotheses made by a character-based account (Table 1) and in several cases mediated the 

effects on blame. Thus, these results support both our empirical framework and our proposed 

theoretical explanation for it.  

 

Study 5 

Whereas Studies 1–4 tested how well the four principles of moral accounting are explained by 

utilitarianism, deontology, and character-based moral judgment, Study 5 examined how well these 

accounts explained variability across the ten vignettes. Study 5A measured beliefs about deontology for 
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the Harm-Only version of each vignette, while Study 5B measured inferences about character for both 

the Harm-Only and Offset versions. These predictors were combined with judgments of harm and 

benefit from Study 1 (testing utilitarian accounts) to predict blame. 

 

Method 

The method of Study 5A was broadly similar to Studies 1–4, except that (i) participants saw 

only the Harm-Only version of each vignette from Study 1 (see Table 2), and (ii) instead of judging 

blame or character, they completed a series of ten questions adapted from Baron and Spranca (1997) 

(see Appendix B in the Supplementary Materials), intended to measure the extent to which people 

think about each scenario deontologically. This scale was composed of five subscales, measuring 

Quantity Insensitivity (e.g., “It is equally wrong for some of this to happen as for twice as much to 

happen”), Agent Relativity (e.g., “I mainly have an obligation to stop this only if I am personally 

involved”), Objectivity (e.g., “People have an obligation to stop this even if they think they do not”), 

Anger (e.g., “Thinking about this bothers me”), and Trade-off Denial (e.g., “In the real world, there is 

nothing we can gain by this happening”); one item from each subscale was reverse-coded. Participants 

were also asked to rate the harmfulness of each act (“This causes a large amount of harm”). Each 

question was answered on a scale from –5 (“Strongly disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly agree”). The order of 

the vignettes was random, as was the order of the 11 questions for each vignette. 

Study 5B followed the same procedure as Study 5A, with two changes. First, each participant 

saw both the Harm-Only and Offset versions of each vignette from Study 1, with these versions 

contained in separate blocks, with the order of the vignettes randomized and the order of the blocks 

counterbalanced. Second, rather than the deontology scale, participants made a series of eight 

character judgments (in a random order) for each vignette, asking participants to “judge [protagonist] 

on the following traits,” with measurements of perceived honesty (“trustworthy,” “dishonest”), justice 
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(“fair,” “unjust”), kindness (“kind”, “mean”), and responsibility (“prudent”, “irresponsible”), on scales 

from –5 (“Not at all”) to 5 (“Very much”); the latter item from each pair was reverse-coded. These 

dimensions were adapted from cross-cultural work on character virtues (Dahlsgaard et al., 2005). 

We recruited 99 and 100 participants, respectively, for Studies 5A and 5B. We excluded 

participants using the same criterion as Studies 1–4 (Ns = 23 and 15, respectively). 

 

Results 

Overall, variability in deontology across items had little predictive power for blame judgments 

(providing little support for act-based processes), whereas harm and character had relatively consistent 

effects (supporting outcome-based and person-based processes). 

We analyze the deontology and character scales themselves in detail in Appendix B in the 

Supplementary Materials. Here, we simply note that the deontology scale had good reliability with the 

agent relativity subscale removed [a = .91] and the character scale had excellent reliability without any 

deletions [a = .99]. The means for deontology (Study 5A), character (Study 5B), and net harm (Study 

1) for each item are given in Table A3 in the Supplementary Materials. 

For our main analyses, we first used multiple regression to test correlates of blame in the 

Harm-Only condition (Study 1) at the item level. We entered three variables as predictors of blame 

(each centered at its mean and scaled by its standard deviation). First, according to deontological 

approaches, the extent to which an act is perceived as deontological should predict blame judgments 

(i.e., should have a significantly negative coefficient, since negative numbers correspond to higher 

blame). However, deontology scores from Study 5A were not a significant predictor of blame [b = 

0.25, SE = 0.27, p = .39]. Second, according to utilitarianism, the net harm (total harm – total benefit) 

should predict blame (with a negative coefficient). Using the difference between perceived harm and 

benefit judgments from Study 1, this variable did significantly predict blame [b = –1.09, SE = 0.38, p 
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= .028]. Finally, according to person-based approaches, character judgments (positive traits – negative 

traits) should predict blame (with a positive coefficient). Averaging separately the positive and negative 

trait judgments in Study 5B and taking the difference for each item, these character judgments 

significantly predicted blame [b = 0.73, SE = 0.23, p = .021]. Overall, this model explained the vast 

majority of the variance in blame [R2 = .98]. Thus, these results support outcome-based and person-

based processes, but not act-based processes, as important drivers of blame. 

This last analysis looked at how people assign blame to acts that are merely harmful. But our 

main interest in this article is examining blame when harmful acts are bundled with beneficial, 

offsetting acts. Thus, we sought to model the difference scores between the Offset and Harm-Only 

conditions of Study 1, as a measure of how much an act could be offset. These scores too we predicted 

from three variables (again, centered at their means and scaled by their standard deviations). First, 

deontology assumes that an act is offsetable to the extent that it does not violate deontological rules. 

The deontology scores from Study 5A did not predict the difference scores [b < 0.01, SE = 0.10, p = 

.96], contradicting this prediction. Second, outcome-based approaches assume that an act is offsetable 

to the extent that the offset produces net benefits relative to the harm. Thus, we calculated the 

difference scores in net harm (harm – benefit) between the Offset and Harm-Only conditions of Study 

1. These scores were marginally significantly predictors of differences in blame across conditions [b = 

–0.48, SE = 0.20, p = .057]. Finally, person-based accounts assume that an act is offsetable to the 

extent that the offset rehabilitates the person’s moral character. Thus, we calculated the difference 

scores in character between the Offset and Harm-Only conditions of Study 5B. These scores 

significantly predicted differences in blame [b = 0.57, SE = 0.20, p = .026]. This model explained 

almost all the variance in blame difference scores [R2 = .95]. Thus, the results for blame reduction in 

light of offsetting run parallel to the results for the harmful acts alone—blame reduction due to 
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offsetting is predicted by improvements in net harm and in perceived character, but not the 

deontological characteristics of the act itself.   

 

Discussion 

These results add to Studies 1–4 in further supporting character-based accounts, not only in 

explaining the basic principles of moral accounting, but also in explaining variability across different 

kinds of harms and offsets. Study 5 also demonstrated attention to net harm, but not to violations of 

deontological principles (see Bartels & Medin, 2007 for related results). 

 

Study 6 

Whereas Study 5 sought to explain variability across scenarios, Study 6 looked at variability 

across individuals. We focused on carbon offsets as an especially important test case, given potential 

policy and marketing implications for attitudes toward individuals who purchase offsets. Specifically, 

we test the extent to which (i) vignette-specific differences in deontological construals and perceptions 

of harm, (ii) trait differences in utilitarianism and deontology, and (iii) attitudes toward the 

environment predict judgments about people purchasing carbon offsets. 

  

Method 

Participants each completed a series of measures in a fixed order. First, participants reported 

their political attitudes toward a number of environmental policies, including carbon offsets, cap-and-

trade, carbon fines, and phasing-out of coal power. For each policy, participants read a brief 

description and were asked the extent to which they support the policy on a scale from –5 (“Strongly 

disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly agree”). 
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Second, participants responded to two offsetting vignettes, similar to the Offset condition of 

Study 1. One vignette was identical to the Plane scenario used in Study 1 (see Table 2). The other 

vignette was a parallel scenario with a company (rather than individual) paying to offset carbon 

emissions. For each vignette, participants completed first the Study 5A measures (i.e., the deontology 

scale) in a random order, and then the Study 5B measures (i.e., character judgments) in a random 

order. Since participants were given the Offset (rather than Harm-Only) version of the vignettes, the 

deontology scale was prefaced by “Concerning the [harm], to what extent do you agree or disagree 

with each of the following statements?” Each vignette appeared on its own page in a counterbalanced 

order. 

Third, participants completed two scales, measuring beliefs in utilitarianism and deontology 

(in a counterbalanced order, with items randomized within each scale). The utilitarianism measure was 

the Oxford Utilitarianism Scale (Kahane et al., 2018), itself composed of two subscales. The five items 

on the impartial beneficence subscale [a = .78] measured impartial concern for the good of humanity 

(e.g., “It is morally wrong to keep money that one doesn’t really need if one can donate it to causes 

that provide effective help to those who will benefit a great deal”), while the four items on the 

instrumental harm subscale [a = .78] measured willingness to sacrifice others to the greater good (e.g., 

“It is morally right to harm an innocent person if harming them is a necessary means to helping several 

other innocent people”). The deontology measure was the deontology subscale of Robinson’s (2012) 

consequentialism scale [a = .78], testing people’s rigidity in the face of moral rules (e.g., “Some rules 

and laws are universal and are binding no matter the circumstances you find yourself in). Two filler 

items were included but not analyzed. Items on both scales were judged from –5 (“Strongly disagree”) 

to 5 (“Strongly agree”). 

Fourth, participants completed an environmental concern scale (Albrecht, Bultena, Hoiberg, 

& Nowak, 1982), itself composed of three four-item subscales—balance of nature (a = .86; e.g., 
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“Humans must live in harmony with nature in order to survive”), limits to growth (a = .77; e.g., “The 

earth is like a spaceship with only limited room and resources”), and man over nature (a = .79; e.g., 

“Plants and animals exist primarily to be used by humans” [reverse-coded]). Items were presented in 

a random order, on the same response scale used for the utilitarianism and deontology scales. For our 

main analyses, we average across all 12 items [a = .89]. 

Finally, participants reported standard demographic information (e.g., age and gender) as well 

as political party orientation and religiosity on 1 to 9 scales. 

We recruited 400 participants for Study 6. We excluded participants if they failed to meet either 

of two criteria (N = 76). First, we excluded participants if they failed a series of memory check 

questions similar to those used in Studies 1–5. Second, we excluded participants if they failed any of 

the three attention checks (e.g., “Please choose –3”) embedded within the utilitarianism, deontology, 

and environmental concern scales. 

 

Results 

The two utilitarianism subscales and the deontology scale were correlated weakly, suggesting 

three distinct psychological traits are being captured. Consistent with previous work (Kahane et al., 

2018), the correlation between utilitarianism subscales was small (r = .12). Interestingly, the 

correlations between these subscales and the deontology scale were not only weak, but of opposite 

signs for the two subscales [r = .32 with impartial beneficence and r = –.28 with instrumental harm]. 

These findings are consistent with a number of studies challenging the idea that utilitarianism and 

deontology are psychological opposites (Bartels & Medin, 2007; Bartels & Pizarro, 2011; Kahane et 

al., 2018). Given the independence of these factors, we analyze them separately as predictors. 
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For our main analysis, we fit a series of multiple regressions predicting blame (Table 3). Since 

the models for each of the two vignettes revealed similar patterns, we average blame judgments across 

the two vignettes. All predictors were centered at their means and scaled by their standard deviations. 

 
Predictor Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Vignette-Specific Deontology –0.17 (0.08)*   –0.26 (0.08)** 

Vignette-Specific Character 1.25 (0.08)***   1.20 (0.08)*** 

Impartial Beneficence Scale  0.01 (0.11)  0.03 (0.08) 

Instrumental Harm Scale  0.18 (0.11)  0.12 (0.08) 

Deontology Scale  0.04 (0.11)  0.06 (0.08) 

Environmental Policy Support   0.18 (0.12) 0.12 (0.08) 

Environmental Concern Scale   0.16 (0.12) 0.22 (0.08)* 

Political Party (high = Democrat)   0.33 (0.11)** 0.24 (0.08)** 

R2 .54 <.01 .03 .57 

                                                                     º p < .10       * p < .05       ** p < .01       *** p < .001 
 
Table 3. Predictors of blame in Study 6. 
Entries are b coefficients (SEs), with predictors centered at their means and scaled by their standard deviations. More negative blame 
judgments indicate higher blame. 

 
For Model 1, we entered our two vignette-specific scales—measuring deontological beliefs 

and character inferences about each vignette—as predictors, averaging across the two vignettes. (For 

the deontology scale, we used the same four sub-scales as in Study 5A.) As shown in Table 3, these 

factors independently predicted blame judgments. More deontological conceptualizations of the 

actions led to more blame [b = –0.17, p = .029], and more positive inferences about character led to 

less blame [b = 1.25, p < .001], with the latter effect about 7 times larger than the former (since all 

predictors were scaled). Thus, these results support a modest role for deontological judgment and a 

large role for character inferences. Overall, this model explained about half of the variance in blame. 

The results are similar in Model 4 when all other covariates are included. 
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For Model 2, we entered our three general measures of utilitarianism and deontology—the 

impartial beneficence and instrumental harm subscales of the Oxford Utilitarianism Scale (Kahane et 

al., 2018) and the deontology scale (Robinson, 2012). These scales did not predict blame judgments, 

undercutting the idea that stable, generalized moral theories underlie individual differences in blame, 

as opposed to the situation-specific construals and inferences shown in Model 1 (as well as Study 5) 

to be highly predictive. The results are similar in Model 4 when all other covariates are included. 

For Model 3, we tested three potential predictors of attitudes toward those who purchase 

carbon offsets. It seems plausible that one’s attitudes about environmental policies related to 

offsetting, such as cap-and-trade or carbon fines, could predict blame judgments for individuals who 

perform offsets. Perhaps surprisingly, environmental policy support (averaging across the four 

policies) does not predict blame judgments [b = 0.18, p = .13], although support for carbon offsets in 

specific does somewhat predict (less negative) blame [b = 0.24, p = .023] in an alternate model. The 

environmental concern scale did not significantly predict blame in Model 3 [b = 0.16, p = .18], although 

it did in Model 4 when other covariates were included [b = 0.21, p = .010]. Specifically, participants 

higher in environmental concern were more favorable toward people who purchased carbon offsets, 

even though those individuals had also polluted; this result is consistent with Polonsky et al. (2012). 

Likewise, participants who were more closely affiliated with the Democratic party, and therefore likely 

higher in environmental concern on average, had more favorable blame judgments [b = 0.33, p = .004]. 

These results seem more consistent with utilitarianism rather than deontology, since pro-

environmental individuals are likely to see environmental transgressions as more harmful (and 

therefore offsets as more beneficial) as well as more deontologically (and therefore offsets as less 

acceptable). Since people higher in environmental concern are more favorable toward purchasers of 

offsets, the former effect appears to outweigh the latter. 
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Discussion 

As in Studies 1–5, the effect of person-based processes predominated, explaining far more 

variance in blame than any other factor. Yet, Study 6 found some support for deontological judgment 

as a contributing factor, since individuals who construed the acts more deontologically issued more 

blame toward carbon offset purchasers, and for utilitarian judgment, since individuals higher in 

environmental concern issued less blame. But these effects appear to be specific to how the situation 

is construed, rather than broader traits, since trait utilitarianism and deontology scales had little 

predictive power. 

 

Study 7–9 

In our previous studies, we have measured moral character, finding that it explains anomalies 

in how people judge combinations of harms and benefits (Studies 1–4), differences across scenarios 

(Study 5), and differences across individuals (Study 6). In Studies 7–9, we aim instead to manipulate 

perceived character. On person-based accounts of moral accounting, these manipulations should 

influence blame judgments even when the action is held constant. We do this in three different ways. 

Study 7 directly manipulates moral character (Johnson, 2018; Nadler, 2012; Nisan & Horenczyk, 

1990). Study 8 manipulates framing (abstract versus concrete), which is known to influence the 

acceptability of psychological explanations for behavior, such as character-based explanations in terms 

of personality (Kim, Johnson, Ahn, & Knobe, 2017; see also Trope & Liberman, 2010). Study 9 

manipulates the protagonist’s emotional states (e.g., regret), which people use as a cue to moral 

character (Barasch, Levine, Berman, & Small, 2014). In each of these cases, we anticipated that these 

manipulations would have downstream consequences for the blameworthiness of combinations of 

harmful and beneficial acts. 
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Method 

Study 7. The study used a 3 (Character: Good, Bad, or Neutral) x 2 (Dependent Measure: 

Character or Blame) design, with the character manipulation within-subjects and the dependent 

measure varied between-subjects. To keep the length of the study reasonable, we chose three vignettes, 

selected to be maximally distinct from one another (Carbon Emissions, Discrimination, and Fraud). 

For each vignette, we constructed three versions, based on the Offset condition from Study 1. These 

versions added a paragraph about the protagonist’s biography, either suggesting good moral character 

(e.g., “For the past few years, Taylor has been a regular volunteer at the city’s homeless shelter. Taylor 

often makes donations to charity organizations that support domestic abuse shelters. Taylor also 

enjoys participating as a volunteer to organize charity fundraisers”), suggesting bad moral character 

(e.g., “Taylor has been cheating on their significant other for the past year. This is not the first time 

Taylor has cheated in a relationship and plans on continuing the affair. Taylor also frequently lies to 

their relatives and close friends”), or providing no character information (e.g., “For the past few years, 

Taylor has been a regular customer at a coffee shop near their house. Taylor picks up the coffee on 

their way to work in the morning”). 

Participants completed a total of three items, seeing each vignette and each condition once, 

counterbalanced using a Latin square. For each item, participants first read the character’s biography 

(Good, Bad, or Neutral). Participants in Character judgment condition (but not the Blame judgment 

condition) then judged the protagonist’s character on the same scale used in Study 5B—the Time-0 

judgment. On the next screen, participants read about the harm (character information was repeated 

at the top of the screen), and then made either character judgments (on the same scale) or blame 

judgments (“Considering [protagonist’s action], do you think [protagonist] deserves to be blamed or praised 

for this action?”)—the Time-1 judgment. Finally, participants read about the offset (character and 
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harm information was repeated at the top of the screen), and then made either character or blame 

judgments (“Considering [protagonist’s action and their offset]…”)—the Time-2 judgment. 

 

Study 8. The study used a 2 (Abstract vs. Concrete) x 2 (Offset vs. Harm-Only) within-

subjects design. We constructed four versions of each of the vignettes used in Study 7, using a 

manipulation and design similar to Kim et al. (2016, 2017). The Concrete versions were the same as 

those used in Study 1, prefaced with “Consider the following case.” The Abstract versions consisted 

of a general description of the concrete behavior (e.g., “There are cases when travelers take plane rides 

across the U.S., emitting carbon dioxide. [Offset: Later in these cases, these travelers donate money to 

plant the number of trees required to absorb these emissions, since the donation offsets the carbon 

from the plane ride.]”), prefaced by “Consider the following kind of case.” Thus, the abstract version 

omitted any specific details about the protagonist or their actions, while describing the general sort of 

harm and offset they had done.  

Participants saw all four versions of each vignette, which were blocked by condition. In the 

first half of the experiment, participants would see either the Concrete/Harm-Only and 

Abstract/Offset conditions, or the Concrete/Offset and Abstract/Harm-Only conditions, with the 

remaining conditions in the second half of the experiment. This prevented participants from directly 

comparing two versions of the same item that varied only in abstractness or in offsetting. Within each 

block, items were presented in a random order. For each item, participants rated moral character using 

the scale from Study 5B, with the scale items in a random order, followed by blame (“Do you think 

[protagonist / these protagonists] deserve to be blamed or praised for these actions?”). 

 

Study 9. The study used a three-condition within-subjects design, manipulating the 

protagonist’s emotional reaction to their harm (Guilt, Shame, or No-Remorse). We constructed three 
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versions of each of three vignettes (Carbon Emissions, Discrimination, and Fraud), based on the 

Offset condition from Study 1. In all conditions, the protagonist committed a harm and then offset 

it, but an additional paragraph was added between the descriptions of the harm and offset, explaining 

why the protagonist did the offsetting act. This paragraph either invoked privately-directed guilt (e.g., 

“Morgan knows that it is wrong to make denials based on race and felt guilty afterwards because 

Morgan does not want to be a bad person”), publicly-directed shame (“Morgan knows that it is wrong 

to make denials based on race and felt ashamed afterwards because Morgan does not want to be seen 

as a bad person”), or neither (“Morgan knows that it is wrong to make denials based on race but did 

not feel bad about it afterwards”). We primarily expected that people would derive more positive 

character inferences toward those whose offsets were emotionally motivated (Barasch et al., 2014). 

However, we also thought that privately-directed guilt may be a more effective driver of character 

inferences than publicly-directed shame, since the former is internally rather than externally focused 

(Stearns & Parrot, 2012) and may therefore be seen as signaling a more stable underlying trait. 

Participants completed a total of three items, seeing each vignette once and each of the 

conditions once, counterbalanced using a Latin square. For each item, participants judged moral 

character and blame, on the scales used in Studies 2–4, as well as a prediction of the protagonist’s 

propensity to do the harm again (e.g., “How likely do you think it is that Morgan will make denials 

based on race again in the future?”) on a scale from –5 (“Not likely at all”) to 5 (“Very likely”). 

Predictions were reverse-coded for analysis for consistency with the other measures. 

 

Participants. We recruited 200, 101, and 200 participants, respectively, for Studies 7–9. 

Relative to Studies 1–5, we used a larger sample size for Study 7 because the dependent variable was 

manipulated between-subjects, and for Study 9 because we anticipated a relatively small effect size (if 

any) for the difference between the guilt and shame conditions. This larger sample can detect with 
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90% power small effects (d > 0.23) in Study 9’s within-subjects design. We excluded participants using 

the same criterion as Studies 1–5 (Ns = 17, 19, and 21, respectively). 

 

Results 

Overall, the results support all three moderators of character—character information, 

abstractness versus concreteness, and emotional displays—which in all cases had downstream effects 

on blame. The means are shown in Figures 3–5. 

 

Study 7. Looking first at the Time-0 character judgments in Figure 3, we can see that our 

character manipulation was successful, as participants viewed the protagonists as having more positive 

character in the Good than in the Bad character condition [t(89) = 26.98, p < .001, 95% CId[2.63,3.05]]; 

both conditions also differed significantly from the Neutral character condition [t(89) = 10.90, p < 

.001, 95% CId[0.94,1.36] for Good vs. Neutral and t(89) = 20.92, p < .001, 95% CId[2.00,2.41] for Bad 

vs. Neutral]. (As noted above in conjunction with Study 2, Time-0 character judgments were positive 

even in the Neutral condition, suggesting that people’s baseline character inferences are positive.) 

Moreover, although these differences diminished at later time points, the Good and Bad conditions 

continued to significantly differ at Time-1 [t(89) = 8.09, p < .001, 95% CId[0.64,1.06]] and Time-2 

[t(89) = 7.45, p < .001, 95% CId[0.57,0.99]]. Thus, our character manipulation successfully influenced 

character judgments even after participants had learned additional information about the protagonists’ 

specific harmful and beneficial acts. 

Given these character inferences on the part of the participants judging character, we would 

also expect the participants judging blameworthiness to make correspondingly harsher blame 

judgments in light of more negative global perceptions of character. This was indeed observed: Blame 

was significantly harsher in the Bad than in the Good character condition, both at Time-1 when only 
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the harm had occurred [t(92) = 2.76, p = .007, 95% CId[0.08,0.49]] and at Time-2 after the offset had 

also occurred [t(92) = 2.38, p = .019, 95% CId[0.04,0.45]]. 

Figure 3. Character and blame judgments in Study 7. 
Scales range from –5 to 5. Bars represent 1 SE. 

 

Although the differences between the Good and Bad character conditions strongly support 

the effect of character inferences on blame, one aspect of these results that appears more puzzling is 

the comparison of these judgments to the Neutral condition. Character judgments are more similar 

between the Good and Neutral conditions than between the Neutral and Bad conditions, which seems 

to reflect a default assumption that most people are morally good. However, this did not translate into 

a comparable asymmetry in blame judgments, which were actually more similar between the Bad and 

Neutral conditions than between the Good and Neutral conditions. We suspect that this last result is 

due to a methodological artifact—blame judgments are already near the floor of our scale in the 
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Neutral condition, leaving relatively little room for them to become more negative. Thus, we do not 

think these shifting asymmetries reflect deep psychological processes. 

 

Study 8. As shown in Figure 4, character judgments were indeed more extreme (i.e., negative) 

in the Concrete than in the Abstract condition when the protagonist offset the harm [t(81) = 3.35, p 

= .001, 95% CId[0.15,0.59]], but not when the protagonist only committed the harm [t(81) = 1.12, p 

= .26, 95% CId[–0.10,0.34]]. Thus, our manipulation of character was successful for the Offset 

condition but not for the Harm-Only condition. We speculate that this difference between the Harm-

Only and Offset conditions may have occurred because the motivation for offsetting is often more 

ambiguous than the motivation for harm, allowing more room for concrete context to influence 

character inferences. 

 
 
Figure 4. Character and blame judgments in Study 8. 
Scales range from –5 to 5. Bars represent 1 SE. 
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Blame judgments showed a closely aligned pattern, consistent with the idea that character 

inferences drive blame. Corresponding to the significant difference in character judgments, blame was 

more extreme for the Concrete than the Abstract version of the Offset condition [t(81) = 2.93, p = 

.004, 95% CId[0.10,0.54]]. Moreover, these effects on blame were mediated by character judgments [b 

= 0.21, SE = 0.09, 95% CI[0.06,0.41]]. There was no difference in blame between the Concrete and 

Abstract versions of the Harm-Only condition [t(81) = –0.31, p = .75, 95% CId[–0.25,0.19]], as befits 

the corresponding null effect on character judgments. Thus, these results support our character-based 

account of blame judgments for moral offsets. 

 

Study 9. Contrary to expectations, there were no significant differences between the Shame 

and Guilt conditions for any of our measures [ts < .80, ps > .40]. This is somewhat surprising given 

previous results finding more negative character inferences in light of public-facing (reputation-

oriented) shame versus private-facing guilt (Stearns & Parrot, 2012), but it is not itself inconsistent 

with our theorizing about character and blame. For subsequent analyses, we collapse across the Shame 

and Guilt conditions (referring to these as the Remorse conditions). 

As shown in Figure 5, remorseful offsetters were deemed better in moral character [t(178) = 

2.83, p = .005, 95% CId[0.06,0.36]], less blameworthy [t(178) = 2.37, p = .019, 95% CId[0.03,0.32]], 

and less likely to perform the harmful act again [t(178) = 5.29, p < .001, 95% CId[0.25,0.54]], compared 

to the non-remorseful offsetters. Remarkably, even protagonists who had performed offsetting 

actions precisely because they felt guilt or shame were deemed relatively blameworthy, and do not 

seem to be any less blameworthy than the protagonists of Studies 1–4. This may be because people 

assume by default that offsets are motivated by shame or guilt (or both) and specifying this explicitly 

may add little beyond participants’ default assumptions. 
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Character judgments mediated the effect of remorse on blame [b = 0.74, SE = 0.26, 95% 

CI[0.25,1.25]], as in previous experiments. There was also marginal evidence that character judgments 

mediated the effect of remorse on predictions [b = 0.10, SE = 0.08, 95% CI[–0.01,0.29]]; this is 

consistent with our adaptive explanation for why character judgments predominate in moral 

judgment—that global representations of moral character serve to identify individuals in the social 

environment who are likely to be cooperative and trustworthy in the future. 

 
Figure 5. Character judgments, blame judgments, and predictions in Study 9. 
Scales range from –5 to 5. Bars represent 1 SE. The prediction scale was reversed for comparability to the other scales, so that 
negative scores correspond to a higher chance of repeating the blameworthy act.  
 

Discussion 

Studies 7–9 identified factors that shift blame by influencing character judgments while 

holding the action itself constant. In Study 7, providing explicit information about a person’s character 
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character inferences about moral agents, but only when the actions were offset; this interactive effect 

of offsetting and framing translated into blame judgments. And in Study 9, participants inferred less 

negative character on the part of moral agents whose offsetting actions were motivated by shame or 

guilt (which did not differ from another); this once again translated into blame. 

These studies add to our empirical case for the centrality of person-based moral judgment in 

moral accounting. Studies 1–4 could establish the compatibility of character-based moral judgment 

with the principles of moral accounting and provided mediation evidence, these studies did not 

manipulate character directly, and Studies 5 and 6 looked at differences across items and individuals. 

Although these studies help to demonstrate the broad applicability and explanatory power of character 

inferences, these designs are less well-suited to establishing strong causal claims. Demonstrating that 

three different manipulations of moral character have the expected consequences for blame goes a 

long way toward strengthening those causal claims. 

 

General Discussion 

Much of our behavior is tinged with shades of morality. How third-parties judge those 

behaviors has numerous social consequences: People judged as behaving immorally can be socially 

ostracized, less interpersonally attractive, and less able to take advantage of win–win agreements. 

Indeed, our desire to avoid ignominy and maintain our moral reputations motivate much of our social 

behavior. But on the other hand, moral judgment is subject to a variety of heuristics and biases that 

appear to violate normative moral theories and lead to inconsistency (Bartels, Bauman, Cushman, 

Pizarro, & McGraw, 2015; Sunstein, 2005). Despite the dominating influence of moral judgment in 

everyday social cognition, little is known about how judgments of individual acts scale up into broader 

judgments about sequences of actions, such as moral offsetting (a morally bad act motivates a 
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subsequent morally good act) or self-licensing (a morally good act motivates a subsequent morally bad 

act). That is, we need a theory of moral accounting—how rights and wrongs add up in moral judgment. 

This paper has sought to document several key principles guiding moral accounting and to 

explain how these principles arise from broader notions in moral psychology. Across a wide range of 

moralized harms, Studies 1–4 found that people view offsets as impartial—a bad act followed by a 

good act of comparable magnitude is not seen as morally neutral, but as somewhat blameworthy, albeit 

less blameworthy than if one had not done the good act at all. Blame is relatively insensitive to the 

magnitude of a moral offset, viewing acts that offset double the harm they had done as only a little 

less blameworthy than acts that offset the same amount of harm they had done. The temporal order 

of the actions influences judgments, such that bad acts preceding good acts are seen as less 

blameworthy than the converse. And the similarity of the harm and benefit influences the extent to 

which the benefit can offset the harm, suggesting that people do not keep a single “moral account” 

for each individual, but instead keep track of harms separately and apply a moral benefit against the 

same kind of harm. These principles are hard to square with utilitarian (outcome-based) moral 

judgment, and in many cases difficult to motivate by deontological (act-based) considerations too. 

 Although these principles can in some cases be motivated independently, we sought in this 

article to provide a unified explanation for them: Blame judgments flow from judgments of moral 

character, and intuitions about moral character follow inferential principles analogous to the above. 

Someone who is capable of doing something bad maintains that capability even if they also do 

something good (hence, offsetting is only partial). A person who does a lot of good may not be that 

much more trustworthy or honest than someone who does a moderate amount of good (hence, 

diminishing sensitivity to increasingly large offsets). Someone who feels entitled to do something bad 

because they have done something good is probably more likely to maintain that immoral motivation 

than someone who felt remorseful after doing something bad (hence, licensing is more blameworthy 
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than offsetting). And someone who does not keep their moral accounts in the black (e.g., by helping 

someone other than the victim of their harmful act) may be a less desirable social partner than 

someone who keeps all their moral ducks in a row (hence, the congruency of the bad and good acts 

contributes to moral evaluations). By measuring both blame and character judgments in our studies, 

we were able to provide evidence for these auxiliary principles governing how people infer moral 

character from combinations of actions. Thus, this article both presents a theory of how people judge 

blame for combinations of moral and immoral acts, while also demonstrating several phenomena of 

moral character inference which are, to our knowledge, novel. 

Several sources of evidence spoke to the powerful role of character inferences in shaping 

blame. Studies 1–4 found that experimental manipulations of benefit magnitude, temporal order, and 

similarity between harm and benefit had parallel effects on character and blame, providing evidence 

of mediation. Studies 5 and 6 found that character judgments are key drivers of differences in blame 

across items and across individuals. And Studies 7–9 demonstrated that various experimental 

manipulations of moral character, holding constant the action itself, led to shifts in blame. But this is 

not to say that people totally ignore outcomes and violations of moral rules. For instance, Studies 5 

and 6 both found evidence for the influence of outcomes, and Study 6 found some evidence for the 

influence of perceived rule violations. Yet, character judgments seem to overwhelm these other forces 

statistically, perhaps because rule-violations and outcomes are themselves inputs into character 

judgments. This would be consistent with evidence that people are more sensitive to outcomes in 

assigning blame to agents known to have poor, versus exemplary, moral character (Siegel et al., 2017).  

Although we think the converging evidence for these principles across different kinds of 

harms and different methodological constraints provides a good case for internal validity and for 

generalizability across harms, these studies do have limitations that might be addressed in future work. 

Perhaps most significantly, our participants were from the United States and skewed politically liberal, 
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and moral intuitions are known to differ globally across cultures and between political tribes within a 

particular culture (Graham et al., 2011). Still, attentiveness to harm (more than other “moral 

foundations” such as in-group loyalty) are relatively consistent across cultures and political 

orientations; since the current studies focus on harm, these results may be more likely to generalize 

across cultures. Moreover, beliefs in karma—an apparent downstream consequence of moral 

accounting—appear to be prevalent across cultures. Perhaps surprisingly, more is probably known 

about the perceived causal effects of karma among Western populations (e.g., Banerjee & Bloom, 

2014; Callan et al., 2014; Converse et al., 2012) who often explicitly disavow the causal force of karma, 

than among non-Western populations that are likelier to acknowledge karmic forces explicitly (White, 

Baimel, & Norenzayan, 2017). Thus, studying these effects cross-culturally may be useful for building 

a broader understanding of how basic psychological forces interact with culture to produce specific 

belief systems. 

A related limitation is that we focused on harm as opposed to other kinds of moralized actions, 

such as violations of loyalty, fairness, or purity. This is in part because theories such as utilitarianism 

(and to some extent deontology) have little to say about such considerations, making it more difficult 

to generate predictions from these theories. By focusing on harm, we challenge those perspectives on 

their own turf. Moreover, harm is particularly ubiquitous in moral psychology, although researchers 

disagree about whether this is harm is used as a post hoc rationalization to justify moralizing harmless 

acts (Haidt, 2001) or because people perceive a wide variety of actions as harmful (Schein & Gray, 

2018). Still, to the extent that people endorse harmless actions as moral violations, a complete theory 

of moral accounting must also explain how people add up judgments of multiple actions that adhere 

to versus violate these principles. More broadly, the issue of how people evaluate trade-offs among 

different kinds of violations (e.g., fairness versus harm) strikes us as a ripe topic for research. 
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Although the study of moral accounting is in its infancy, we think this topic is well-positioned 

to generate actionable policy and marketing advice. As we noted above, many policy-makers and social 

scientists view carbon offsets as one partial solution to curbing carbon emissions, but this solution 

can only be effective if consumers are actually motivated to undo their harmful actions through offsets. 

Consumers do value both moral and financial costs in their decision-making and trade them off against 

one another (e.g., Johnson, Zhang, & Keil, 2019; Smith, 1990). Thus, any way to improve the moral 

calculus at the margin is likely to lead to greater uptake of offsets. 

The current studies offer several stylized facts that may be of use to marketers of consumer 

offsets such as carbon offsets. First, the partial offsetting principle says that offsetting one’s harm 

directly is, while better than not offsetting at all, still less morally praiseworthy than abstaining from 

the harm altogether. Meanwhile, the magnitude insensitivity principle says that further increasing the 

offset (e.g., double one’s offset) may barely get one back to the morally neutral point. But sometimes 

consumer offsets are less expensive than one might expect—e.g., around $13 to offset a round-trip 

transcontinental flight. Thus, offering customers to offset double their harm may be worth it for some 

customers to approach moral neutrality. Second, the temporal asymmetry principle says that moral 

evaluations are more favorable when beneficial actions are taken after, rather than before, the harm, 

suggesting that consumers may be achieve better moral closure by purchasing offsets after their flights. 

Third, the act congruency principle says that moral evaluations are more favorable when the benefit 

closely resembles the harm, suggesting that marketers should emphasize the tight match between the 

harm and the benefit. Finally, and more broadly, methods to generate more positive character 

inferences from offsetting actions (e.g., by manipulating abstract vs. concrete framing as in Study 8 or 

by cueing emotional signaling as in Study 9) may help to enhance the benefit of offsets. More broadly, 

ethical consumerism is increasing in popularity as society becomes richer and consumers are 

increasingly motivated to account for the broader consequences of their choices. Thus, one could 
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imagine other forms of offsets, such as for plastic consumption, gaining a following and helping to 

raise funds to restore or conserve the environment. 

Although environmental offsets may be among the most pressing applications of moral 

accounting, we suspect that this research has a much wider range of policy and marketing implications. 

Three examples. First, people often make moral judgments about companies (e.g., Chernev & Blair, 

2015), which in turn impact their purchasing decisions (Smith, 1990). Thus, companies can benefit 

from understanding moral principles in devising strategies to recover from public relations disasters, 

and society can benefit as companies do more to satisfy their social stakeholders. Second, legal 

decision-making depends on questions of fact and law, but often on moral intuitions too. Thus, as 

jurors and other legal stakeholders track the overall blameworthiness of a person’s actions, the framing 

of those actions may shape legal decision-making. Third, citizens and policy-makers often make moral 

judgments about the behavior of other nations. Indeed, debates about whether other countries have 

behaved immorally shape public discourse in the lead-up to wars. It may not be an exaggeration to say 

that how people add up moral rights and wrongs, aggregated across society, can be a matter of war 

and peace. 
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Appendix A: Text and Descriptive Statistics across Vignettes 

Carbon 
Taylor recently took a plane ride from San Francisco to New York, emitting 0.45 metric tons of carbon dioxide. 
[It takes around 3 trees to absorb this amount of carbon dioxide. To offset the carbon emitted from the plane 
ride, Taylor donates money to plant 3 trees.] 

Meat 
Consumption 

Last week, Jackie ate 5 meals that included meat. [The harm that they caused to animals by eating this meat is 
about the same amount of harm to animals that can be prevented by donating $4 to animal welfare charities. To 
offset last week’s meat consumption, Jackie donates $4 to animal welfare charities.] 

Discrimination 
Morgan is a loan officer at a bank. Morgan receives a mortgage application from a black applicant. Although the 
applicant is qualified, Morgan denies the loan. [To offset this discrimination, Morgan approves a mortgage 
application from a black applicant who otherwise would not qualify for a loan.] 

Lying 
Alex calls their boss one morning and says they are sick. Alex actually is not sick, and skips work to stay at home 
because they did not feel like working. On a usual work day, Alex would work 8 hours. [To offset the missed day, 
they stay to work two extra hours over the next four days. Throughout the next few days, Alex eventually works 8 
extra hours.] 

Plastic 
Consumption 

Last week, Riley used around five pounds of non-renewable, plastic products, such as straws and plastic bags. 
[Five pounds of plastic waste can be cleaned up for $9. Knowing this, Riley donates $9 to the Ocean Cleanup 
project to offset the amount of plastic they produced.] 

Stealing Jamie is in need of cash and notices that a friend left their wallet on the table. Jamie steals $15 from the wallet 
before their friend returned. [To offset the stolen money, Jamie buys their friend one $15 meal.] 

Hacking 
Leslie is a computer expert and decided to begin hacking. Leslie sold hacked data resulting in losses of $1000 to 
the victims. [Leslie later on decides to quit hacking and volunteer with law enforcement. Leslie saves $1000 in 
possible losses from potential cyber attacks to offset the harm to the victims caused by Leslie’s illegal hacks in the 
past.] 

Shirking 
Students in a history class are assigned group projects throughout the year with the same group members. 
Typically these projects require each group member to contribute about 5 hours of work. Reese scrapes by one of 
the projects by contributing barely any work. [To offset this, for the next project, Reese puts in much more effort 
than the other group members, contributing 10 hours of work, although the other members slacked off.] 

Littering 
Last week, Robin littered around 2 pounds of trash. [They volunteer with a trash picking organization, which 
picks up trash around the campus and neighboring city on the weekends. To offset the littering, Robin collects 
around 2 pounds of trash.] 

Fraud Tony is a car salesperson. Last week, Tony charged a customer $100 more for a car than the original negotiated 
price without the customer noticing. [To offset this overcharging, Tony undercharges a later customer by $100.] 

 
Table A1. Vignette text for Study 1. 
Text outside brackets appears in both the Harm-Only and Offset versions of each item. Text inside brackets appears in only the Offset version. 
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Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 

Offset Harm-
Only 

Single-
Offset 

Double-
Offset Offset Licensing High-

Congruency 
Medium-

Congruency 
Low- 

Congruency 

Carbon 1.24 -0.28 2.17 1.38 1.52 0.90 1.31 1.76 1.92 

Meat 
Consumption 0.46 0.11 1.05 1.43 0.67 0.25 1.49 1.43 0.77 

Discrimination -2.74 -3.63 -3.63 -2.75 -2.19 -2.76 -2.53 -2.58 -3.27 

Lying -0.37 -2.07 0.8 0.79 0.92 -0.31 0.56 -0.15 -0.04 

Plastic 
Consumption 0.37 -1.80 1.18 1.67 0.39 -0.29 0.90 0.18 0.20 

Stealing -2.85 -4.32 -3.36 -2.66 -2.72 -3.77 -3.12 -3.56 -2.99 

Hacking -1.59 -4.19 -0.93 -0.01 -1.72 -2.76 -0.87 -2.05 -2.56 

Shirking 0.05 -3.27 0.99 0.75 0.25 -1.29 0.62 0.24 -0.16 

Littering -1.11 -3.83 -0.63 -0.49 -1.12 -2.1 -0.92 -1.36 -0.35 

Fraud -2.9 -3.02 -2.38 -2.4 -2.16 -1.73 -0.58 -1.76 -2.04 

 
Table A2. Blame judgments in Studies 1–4, broken down by item. 
Scale ranges from –5 to 5. Negative numbers indicate higher blame. 
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 Deontology 
Character Net Harm 

(Total Harm – Total Benefit) 

Harm-Only Offset Harm-Only Offset 

Carbon –0.34 0.88 2.67 1.10 –2.34 

Meat 
Consumption –1.90 1.23 1.77 –1.17 –1.50 

Discrimination 2.29 –3.37 –2.66 7.40 5.48 

Lying –1.02 –1.43 0.78 2.90 0.01 

Plastic 
Consumption 0.82 –0.08 1.66 3.88 –0.93 

Stealing 1.84 –3.81 –2.37 7.22 5.38 

Hacking 2.00 –3.53 –0.72 7.81 2.48 

Shirking 0.89 –2.44 1.23 4.82 –0.28 

Littering 2.03 –2.53 0.34 6.86 1.05 

Fraud 1.64 –3.12 –2.29 4.74 3.95 

 
Table A3. Predictors of blame, measured in Studies 1 and 5. 
For Deontology and Character (measured in Studies 5A and 5B), scale ranges from –5 to 5. For Net Harm (measured in 
Study 1), scale ranges from –10 to 10. 
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Appendix B: Deontology and Character Scales from Study 5 
 
Deontology Scale 

We adapted our deontology scale from the items used in Baron and Spranca (1997). According to 
Baron and Spranca, the signatures of deontological thinking are quantity insensitivity (the amount of 
harm does not matter), agent relativity (the person specifically performing the act is responsible for 
stopping it), objectivism (the act is wrong for all people, in all times and places), anger (the act provokes 
an emotional response), and trade-off denial (people deny that any good can come from the act). We 
included two questions, based on those used by Baron and Spranca, to measure each of these aspects: 
 
Quantity insensitivity 

– It is equally wrong for some of this to happen as for twice as much to happen. 
– It is worse to allow twice as much of this to happen than to allow some. [reversed] 

 
Agent relativity 

– I mainly have an obligation to stop this only if I am personally involved. 
– I have an equally strong obligation to try to stop this, regardless of whether I am personally 

involved or not. [reversed] 
 

Objectivism 
– People have an obligation to try to stop this even if they think they do not. 
– If everyone in a country agreed this was okay, it would not be wrong. [reversed] 

 
Anger 

– Thinking about this bothers me. 
– Thinking about this does not make me feel particularly angry. [reversed] 

 
Trade-off denial 

– In the real world, there is nothing we can gain by this happening. 
– In some situations, there could be benefits to this happening. [reversed] 
 
To evaluate the scale, we first averaged all participants’ judgments across each scenario to calculate 

the mean judgment on each of the ten questions for each of the ten vignettes. We then averaged the 
two questions for each of the five subscales (quantity insensitivity, agent relativity, objectivism, anger, 
and trade-off denial), reverse-coding as appropriate, with these averages shown in Table B1. 

Most of these subscales correlated reasonably well with one another, as shown in Table B2. 
However, agent relativity was actually negatively correlated with the other subscales scales. This is 
perhaps not very surprising given the conceptual tension between agent relativity (i.e., responsibility 
lies only with the one who performs an act) and objectivism (i.e., an act is wrong regardless of who 
does it). Removing the agent relativity subscale from the index improves the reliability among 
subscales from a = .62 to a = .91. 
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Vignette Quantity 
Insensitivity 

Agent 
Relativity Objectivism Anger 

Trade-
Off 

Denial 

Carbon –0.32 0.08 0.13 –1.14 –0.03 

Meat 
Consumption 

–0.24 0.97 –2.08 –3.28 –2.02 

Discrimination 0.21 –1.85 3.14 2.77 3.03 

Lying –0.30 1.53 –0.83 –2.13 –0.83 

Plastic 
Consumption 

–0.20 –0.85 1.40 0.27 1.82 

Stealing 0.17 –0.58 2.59 2.40 2.19 

Hacking 0.21 –1.22 2.99 2.48 2.31 

Shirking 0.09 0.65 1.25 0.91 1.30 

Littering –0.09 –1.63 2.95 2.12 3.13 

Fraud 0.38 –0.39 2.22 1.67 2.29 

 
Table B1. Results of Study 5A, broken down by sub-scale of deontology scale 
(Harm-Only version).  

 

 
Quantity 

Insensitivity 
Agent 

Relativity Objectivism Anger 

Agent 
Relativity 

–.50 ––––   

Objectivism .74 –.87 ––––  

Anger .80 –.83 .99 –––– 

Trade-Off 
Denial 

.70 –.87 .99 .97 

 
Table B2. Correlations among deontology subscales. 

 
Character Scale 

To measure character, participants judged eight character traits—two each measuring honesty 
(“trustworthy,” “dishonest”), justice (“fair,” “unjust”), kindness (“kind”, “mean”), and responsibility 
(“prudent”, “irresponsible”). As for deontology, we first averaged across participants for each 
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combination of trait and vignette, and then across each pair of two traits, reverse-coding as 
appropriate. These averages are shown in Table B3, separately for the Offset and Harm-Only version 
of each vignette. 

 

 Harm-Only Offset 

Vignette Honesty Justice Kindness Responsibility Honesty Justice Kindness Responsibility 

Carbon 1.11 0.94 1.00 0.49 2.66 2.84 2.84 2.33 

Meat 
Consumption 

1.51 1.35 1.21 0.86 1.90 1.79 1.91 1.45 

Discrimination –3.32 –3.84 –3.47 –2.83 –2.93 –3.07 –2.38 –2.25 

Lying –2.04 –1.38 –0.51 –1.81 0.11 1.34 1.17 0.49 

Plastic 
Consumption 

0.45 0.02 0.26 –1.04 1.89 1.75 1.86 1.13 

Stealing –4.30 –4.11 –3.69 –3.13 –3.01 –2.18 –2.12 –2.17 

Hacking –3.93 –3.75 –3.59 –2.85 –0.97 –0.60 –0.52 –0.77 

Shirking –2.18 –2.93 –1.87 –2.77 1.41 1.34 1.47 0.71 

Littering –2.10 –2.51 –2.60 –2.93 0.39 0.57 0.74 –0.35 

Fraud –3.74 –3.45 –2.98 –2.30 –2.74 –2.53 –1.92 –1.96 

 
Table B3. Results of Study 5B, broken down by trait.  

 
These trait inferences were highly correlated with one another (a = .99), as shown in Table B4. 

(These calculations treat the Harm-Only and Offset versions as separate items and looks at 
correlations among all 20 items, but the results are similar if we instead calculate correlations separately 
within each condition). This is consistent with the idea that people make global character inferences 
such that evidence for one favorable trait is taken as evidence for other favorable traits.   

 

 Honesty Justice Kindness 

Justice .98 ––––  

Kindness .98 .99 –––– 

Responsibility .95 .97 .97 

 
Table B4. Correlations among character subscales. 

 


